Alien Aura Devices Reiki

by Stewart Farquharson

The Coming of the Star People
According to some metaphysicians and psychics our Earth has
been visited by people from other planets.
Some were trying to help
us. They encouraged early
humans to move from a
hunting and gathering
lifestyle to farming and
the building of cities.
Others rebelled from
their mission and lorded it
over early humans,
pretending to be gods.
They had temples built
for their own glory, and
encouraged war and
sacrifices. They hid their
true shapes. They took
slaves. Their ships
prowled the atmosphere
and terrified us. We have
written our mythology
around their quarrels.
For the aliens formed great alliances and battled among the
stars. It may be that is why one of the planets is now a ring of
rubble known as the Asteroid Belt between Mars and Jupiter.

At last the aliens made a truce before they destroyed the Earth.
They both withdrew into hidden dimensions. They were permitted
to influence but not physically interfere with humans.
For centuries this treaty held. Then other aliens began visiting
Earth. Swooping down in their “flying saucers” they kidnapped
humans and examined our abilities. These aliens could not shape
their appearance to look human. They had large bald heads and
big almond-shaped dark eyes. And grey skin.
They are called the Greys, in popular lore.
Alarmed by man’s invention of atomic weapons
and scientific break-throughs in rocketry, the
Greys decided to slow us down.
They invented cunning devices that affected
our brains ability to focus clearly, to maintain
peaceful and creative emotional moods, to
harness psychic forces. Some of these machines
looked like tiny cylinders and were commonly
detected behind the left ears of those
kidnapped humans who returned.
However some have no physical
substance. They are formed
from astral structure and
lodge in our bodies’ natural
energy layers.
It is these devices that this
reiki system is designed to
detect and remove.

What does an Implant Look Like?
To your inner eye these things may resemble simple shapes such
as pyramids, cubes, cylinders and stars and spheres. Some have
barbed limbs. They do not move. Some twinkle and glow dimly.
Some are concealed under a shimmering layer of light that makes
them transparent and ghost-like.

If you ask your reiki scanning to
detect such things, you may feel
them pulsing. Or you can draw a
figure of a human on paper and
hang a crystal on a string above.
Hold it lightly in your fingers and
relax and ask your pendulum to
show you a motion for a “yes”
answer and a “no” answer and a
“don’t know”. Then ask if there is an
implant in the human you are
working for.

The implants affect our reasoning, our emotions and our psychic
abilities. They don’t usually cause physical harm because the
aliens need us to be healthy and to breed. However our own
resistance to these things may affect our health badly.
When you have detected an implant there are many ways you can
remove or inactivate them.

1. The Pendulum Method
You declare your intention to remove the
implants with the pendulum and your
control of universal energy. In your mind
see a very cleansing energy enter the
pendulum crystal. Now let it begin to
revolve in circles and say that when the
implants are all dissolved, it will slow to a
halt. This method is good for long
distance removals.

2. The Dagger Method
A phurba is a three-sided
Tibetan spirit dagger. It
can capture and magnetize
bad energy. You can
imagine yourself holding
one before the person to
be cleansed. Intend that
all implants lift away from
the person and flow into
the dagger. These daggers
are specially good at this.
When finished, plunge the
dagger into the earth to release the dissolved and harmless
energy devices. You can buy phurbas made of rock crystal and
these are very strong indeed.

3. The Natural Arch Method

Have the person who needs cleansing walk under a natural arch
of stone or vegetation. As he does, intend that there is a
“film” like a soap bubble over the archway. As he walks, this
film removes all implants. This is a simple method but it works
well if you have the permission of the local Nature Spirits.

4. Ringing Bowl Method
Listen to the sound of Tibetan singing bowls
and intend that their holy vibrations shatter
all your implants and render them harmless.
Allow the sound to fill your being. Shake
yourself vigorously and imagine implants
breaking apart, flying into harmless shards of energy.

5. Light Ship Chamber Method

This uses your imagination. You request the kind aliens to allow
you to travel mentally to one of their space-ships and to heal in
their Light Chamber. If you feel a “yes”, then just breathe
deep and relax, and close your eyes and imagine yourself flying
up to a beautiful glowing saucer whose door opens to receive
you, and then settling into a comfortable glassy tube which
closes over you and fills with sparkling misty light. All your
alien implants will be removed. Then just open your eyes to
return. Thank them.
Some psychic people maintain relations with these gentle aliens
and assist them. They are working on Earth’s Ascension, the
great shift in spiritual evolution that is coming soon. People
visit the Light Ships in their sleep. These aliens look like us, or
like figures of white light.

6. Herbal Smudge Method
Using the smoke of sage or
some other cleansing herb,
breathe strongly and imagine
light and compassion from the
Plant Spirits filling your body.
Imagine all foreign things
such as implants and all
harmful things being taken
away, dissolved into harmless
vibrations and gone. Holding a
tourmaline crystal is also
useful.

Using this reiki
To add this reiki to your own healing systems just intend its
effects to remove alien aura devices as you work.

Attunements
You may attune students to this reiki by your favorite method.
There are no symbols. To accept an attunement just say aloud “I
accept (name of system) sent to me by (name of teacher).”
I hope you find this energy useful and enjoyable. It is not
intended to replace medical care, but as a means of wholeness.

Love and light,
Stewart

Disclaimer: This energy system is intended for relaxation and wellness and spiritual
growth, but people with medical problems should of course continue to see their doctors
and get medical advice from a professional

